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Abstract

Introduction: Sleep disturbances are commonly reported in people living with

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), but it is currently unknownwhether night-to-night variation

in sleep predicts day-to-day variation in vigilance, cognition, mood, and behavior (day-

timemeasures).

Methods: Subjective and objective sleep and daytime measures were collected daily

for 2 weeks in 15 participants with mild AD, eight participants with mild cognitive

impairment (MCI), and 22 participants with no cognitive impairment (NCI). Associa-

tions between daytime measures and four principal components of sleep (duration,

quality, continuity, and latency) were quantified usingmixed-model regression.

Results: Sleepiness, alertness, contentedness, everydaymemory errors, serial subtrac-

tion, and behavioral problems were predicted by at least one of the components of

sleep, and in particular sleep duration and continuity. Associations between variations

in sleep and daytime measures were linear or quadratic and often different between

participants with AD and those with NCI.

Discussion: These findings imply that daytime functioning in people with AD may be

improved by interventions that target sleep continuity.

KEYWORDS

actigraphy, Alzheimer’s disease, behavior, cognition, dementia, memory, mild cognitive impair-
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1 BACKGROUND

Sleep disturbances, quantified through self-report, carer report, actig-

raphy, or polysomnography, are highly prevalent in people living with

mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and

contribute to quality of life and caregiver burden.1,2 These sleepdistur-

bances include early sleep timing, long sleep periods, frequent awaken-

ings, nocturnalwandering, reduced rapid eyemovement and slowwave

sleep, sleep-related breathing disorders, and excessive daytime sleepi-
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ness, as well as long naps.2–6 Cross-sectional and longitudinal studies

indicate that sleep disturbances are predictive of AD before AD symp-

toms emerge and are associated with AD pathology.7,8 Based on these

and other studies, a bidirectional link between sleep disturbances and

cognitive decline has been suggested.9,10

The extent to which sleep disturbances associate with AD symp-

toms on shorter timescales has received less attention.11 Symptoms

in AD vary from day-to-day and contribute to variation in caregiver

burden.12,13 More variable sleep duration has been associated with
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increased risk for MCI14, night-to-night variations in subjective sleep

quality have predicted daily variations in memory in amnestic MCI

participants.15 However, how intraindividual variation of sleep relates

to day-to-day variation in measures of daytime functioning (e.g., cogni-

tion, behavior,mood) inMCI andADhas not been investigated in detail.

Previous studies of the association between daytime function and

sleep in AD often use standard clinical assessment tools, such as the

Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE),16 which cover a limited range

of cognitive domains (see Bubu et al.17 for examples of these studies).

Furthermore, to our knowledge, associations between sleep distur-

bances and cognitive and behavioral problems in AD have rarely been

assessed in studies that include multiple, repeated assessments that

are close temporally. The current study aimed to overcome these limi-

tations and to determinewhether (1) night-to-night sleep over 2weeks

differs in people livingwith ADandMCI, compared to older adultswith

no cognitive impairment (NCI), and (2) how variation in sleep relates to

day-to-day measures of cognition, mood, vigilance, and behavior. Ulti-

mately, insights into these associationsmay inform the development of

sleep-based interventions to improvedaytime functioning inpeople liv-

ing with AD.

2 METHODS

For extended details of the Methods see Document 1 in supporting

information.

2.1 Participants and ethics

The protocol was approved by the National Health Service Health

Research Authority (REC ref: 16/NE/0339). Three groups of partici-

pants were recruited: probable mild AD (n = 15), MCI (n = 8), and NCI

(n=24). TheADandMCI groupswere recruited fromanddiagnosedby

UK Memory Assessment Services, in line with internationally agreed

diagnostic guidelines.18,19 MCI diagnosis met core clinical criteria for

the symptomatic predementia phase of AD, comprising prominent

impairment in episodic memory, but excluded biomarker measures.18

Probable AD diagnosis met the following criteria: insidious onset of

dementiawith progression and exclusion of any other systemic or brain

disease that could cause dementia (e.g., Parkinson’s disease).19 The

Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination Revisedwas used by associated

memory clinics to determine MCI and AD diagnoses.20 MCI and AD

participants were screened at time of recruitment via medical records

and again through self-report fromparticipant and caregiver, to ensure

they met all inclusion criteria and no exclusion criteria. NCI partici-

pants, who were healthy older adults recruited from the community in

response to anadvertisement,were screenedvia self-report. Key inclu-

sion criteria for all participants were 65 to 85 years of age, fluent in

English,with access toa telephone, in reasonably goodhealth, andable-

bodied. Key exclusion criteria for all participants were: severe learning

disabilities, acute psychiatric disorders, sleep disorder diagnosis (e.g.,

sleep apnea), or use of sleep medication. Participants with AD or MCI

were only included if they had a relative or caregiver living with them

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic Review: A review of the literature on associa-

tionsbetween sleepand symptomsofAlzheimer’s disease

(AD) showed that no study has investigated how night-

to-night variation in objectively and subjectively assessed

sleep covaries with day-to-day variation in symptoms of

AD, such as memory errors and behavioral and cognitive

problems.

2. Interpretation: Our findings demonstrate that, compared

to age-matched healthy adults, there is more day-to-day

variation in memory and other cognitive and behavioral

problems in AD, and that these problems covary with

night-to-night sleep parameters, specifically the continu-

ity of sleep, which is inversely correlated with the dura-

tion of the nocturnal time in bed period and daytime naps.

3. Future Directions: Interventional studies, in which sleep

continuity is enhanced, by, for example, optimizing the

duration of time in bed, may elucidate to what extent

symptoms inADare causally related to sleep disturbance.

who agreed to be a study partner. Participants with AD were excluded

if they were on an unstable dose of antidementia medication. NCI par-

ticipants were excluded if they reported memory problems. All three

participant groupswerematched for age, sex, ethnicity, years of educa-

tion, and IQ (all ps> .05; Table 1). Informed consent was obtained from

all participants.

2.2 Procedure and assessment schedule

Theprotocol consistedof baseline andendof studyassessments andan

approximately2-weekperiodduringwhichassessmentswereobtained

daily, except Sunday (see Figure S1 in supporting information). Mea-

sures of mood, cognition, and observed behavior were obtained daily

through questionnaires, diaries, and cognitive tests that were adminis-

tered by phone everymorning. Sleepwas assessed objectively by actig-

raphy and subjectively by sleep diaries during the 2-week period. The

analyses reported here are based on approximately 500 participant-

days of assessments.

2.3 Assessments

2.3.1 Baseline and end of study measures

At baseline, demographic information and medical history were

collected and the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI21) and the

National Adult Reading Test-IQ (NART22) were administered. At

baseline and again at end of study, Montreal Cognitive Assessment
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TABLE 1 Demographic characteristics and home visit measures within each group

AD MCI NCI P (group)

(n= 15) (n= 8) (n= 22)

Age at baseline 75.87± 5.07 73.75± 5.44 73.59± 5.27 .409

Female 5 (33.33%) 5 (62.5%) 13 (59.1%) .219

Ethnicity

White British 15 (100%) 8 (100%) 21 (95%) 1.000

Asian/Asian British – – 1 (5%) –

Education (years) 15.37± 3.09 12.94± 3.65 16.64± 3.84 .052

NART 117.79 IQR (111.59–123.98) 114.9 IQR (112.42–119.65) 123.16 IQR (120.47–125.02) .072

Partner 15 (100%) 8 (100%)* 12 (55%)† <.001

Well-beingmeasure

QOL 38.53 CI (35.88–41.19) 38.50 CI (34.86–42.14) 40.66 CI (38.47–42.85) .389

Depression 1.69 CI (0.85–2.53) 3.00 CI (1.28–4.71) 2.14 CI (1.33–2.96) .349

Anxiety 1.98 CI (0.99–2.97) 4.39 CI (1.94–6.84) 2.94 CI (1.86–4.02) .117

Functional ability measure

FAQ 7.40 CI (4.93–9.88) 5.96 CI (3.00–8.91)‡ 1.15 CI (0.41–1.89)§ <.0001

Cognitive ability measure

MoCA 19.48 CI (16.68–22.28)* 24.01 CI (21.68–26.33)§ 28.26 CI (27.71–28.81)§ <.0001

PRMQ 45.30 CI (40.34–50.25) 38.25 CI (32.51–43.98) 32.21 CI (29.30–35.12)§ <.0001

Sleep qualitymeasure

PSQI 3.5 IQR (2–4.75) 6 IQR (2.5–8.25) 5 IQR (3.25–6.75) .285

Abbreviations: AD,Alzheimer’s disease participants; FAQ, Functional ActivitiesQuestionnaire;MCI,mild cognitive impairment participants;MoCA,Montreal

Cognitive Assessment; NART, National Adult Reading Test IQ; NCI, no cognitive impairment participants; P (group), P-value for overall group effect; PRMQ,

Prospective-RetrospectiveMemory Task; PSQI, Pittsburgh SleepQuality Index; QOL, Quality of Life.

Notes: Values are expressed as number (%) for categorical variables, mean ± standard deviation for normally distributed continuous variables, and median

and interquartile range (IQR) for skewed continuous variables. All well-being, functional ability, and cognitive ability are presented as a least squares mean

of the two repeated measures taken at baseline and follow-up, along with 95% confidence intervals (CI). Missing values include one baseline FAQ in theMCI

group, and one PSQI in the AD group. AD compared toMCI;MCI compared to NCI; NCI compared to AD.

*P< .05.
†P< .01.
‡P< .001 .

§P< .0001.

(MoCA23), Quality of Life in Alzheimer’s Disease (QOL-AD24),

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS25), Functional

Activities Questionnaire (FAQ26), and Prospective–Retrospective

Memory Questionnaire (PRMQ27; a self-report measure of

prospective and retrospective memory slips in everyday life) were

administered.

2.3.2 Daily measures

Self-reports of sleep were obtained with the Karolinska Sleep Diary,28

complemented by two items from the Consensus SleepDiary29 to doc-

ument daytime naps. We analyzed self-reported time in bed (sTIB),

total sleep time (sTST), sleep efficiency (sSE; sTST/sTIB), wake after

sleep onset probability (sWASOprob) and duration (sWASO), number

of awakenings (sNAW), a nocturnal sleep quality index (sSQI) defined

as the average of four diary questions (how well did you sleep, easy to

fall asleep, restless sleep, wake up ahead of time), probability that the

participant napped in the day (sNAP), and duration of naps (sNaptime).

Objective measures of sleep were obtained by actigraphy (CamN-

tech Ltd), which is considered a valid tool to assess sleep patterns in

dementia.30,31 The actigraphy analysis algorithm was applied to the

time in bed period as documented in the sleep diary. Parameters ana-

lyzed were sleep latency (aSleepLat), sleep period time (aSPT; inter-

val between sleep start and wake time), total sleep time (aTST), sleep

efficiency (aSE; actigraphy measured total sleep time/actigraphy mea-

sured time in bed), number of awakenings (aNAW), percentage of min-

utes immobile (aImmo; number of minutes immobile/aSPT), and mean

length of immobility periods.

Vigilance and cognitive measures assessed during a daily telephone

session included sleepiness (Karolinska Sleepiness Scale [KSS]32),

prospective memory, immediate (IR) and delayed (DR) recall (10

words33), attention and calculation (Serial 7s Subtraction Test [SS]34),

andverbal fluency category (VFc;ControlledWordAssociationTest35).
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We also performed evening assessments of mood, memory errors,

and behavioral problems. Alertness, contentedness, and calmness

scores were obtained from Bond–Lader Visual Analogue Mood

Scales.36 Every evening participants completed the Everyday Memory

Error Questionnaire (EME).37 A caregiver/study partner of the AD and

MCI participants completed the RevisedMemory andBehavior Check-

list (RMBC)38 to quantify observable behavioral problems (RMBC) and

the caregivers’ response to these (RMBC-CR).

3 STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Group differences in baselinemeasureswere explored using Student t-

tests, Mann–Whitney tests, and Chi-squared/Fisher’s exact tests. Dif-

ferences between groups for the repeated measures at baseline and

study-end and daily measures of vigilance, mood, cognition, behavior,

and sleep were analyzed using a mixed-model approach with a ran-

dom “subject” effect to account for correlations between outcomes in

the same participant. Group estimateswere presented as least squares

means and differences.

To quantify intraindividual variability per group we computed the

average of the within-participant coefficient of variation (CV) and the

intraclass correlation (ICC).39

Sleep variables were subjected to principal component analysis

(PCA) using Proc Factor, using the principal method followed by vari-

max rotation.

For associations between principal components (PCs) of sleep and

vigilance, cognition, behavior, andmood, amixedmodel approach (par-

ticipant as random effect) was used with vigilance, cognition, behav-

ior, and mood measures as dependent variables, and PCs of sleep as

independent variables. Models included group and group x PC inter-

action effects to allow for the degree of association to differ between

groups. Linear and quadratic associations between PC and dependent

variables were investigated.Where the quadratic termwas not signifi-

cant, we reported the linear termmodel only.Modelswere adjusted for

age, sex, and years of education.

The α-level was set to 0.05 in all analyses and exact P-values have

been reported. The only group comparisons made were AD–NCI and

MCI–NCI.

Statistical analyses were undertaken using SAS version 9.4 or R ver-

sion 4.01.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Participants and completeness of data

Of the 47 participants initially enrolled, 2 were excluded (scoring > 11

on HADS anxiety); thus, the dataset comprised 15 AD, 8 MCI, and 22

NCI participants.

Across all variables (except demographics), on average, 92.6% (stan-

dard deviation [SD] = 7.1%; range: 80.7% for actigraphy to 99.4% for

verbal fluency) of scheduled assessments were successfully obtained.

4.2 Baseline and end-of-study measures

The groups were well matched for age, sex, and education. NART-IQ,

PSQI, composite measure of QOL-AD, Anxiety, and Depression did not

vary significantly across groups. Estimates of FAQ, PRMQ, and MoCA

all varied as expected across the groups, with AD performing worse,

then MCI and NCI, respectively (Table 1) and were, in general, stable

across the 2-week period (Table S1 in supporting information).

4.3 Daily measures of vigilance, mood, cognition,
everyday memory errors, and behavior

4.3.1 Group effects

Vigilance and mood variables did not vary between groups (summa-

rized in Figure 1; detail in Table S2 in supporting information). AD

participants performed significantly worse on all cognitive measures

and hadmore EMEs compared toNCI, withMCI intermediate between

AD and NCI. RMBC problems were more frequent in AD than MCI,

andAD caregivers reactedmore strongly to RMBCproblems thanMCI

caregivers.

4.3.2 Intra-individual variability

Intraindividual variability in EME is illustrated in Figure 2A-B (EMEs)

and the coefficient of variation of all measures is illustrated in Figure 3

(see Table S2 for 1-ICC). Intraindividual variability varied across mea-

sures and groups. Day-to-day variability in measures of memory was

considerable and significantly larger in AD than in NCI (Figure 3A).

Variability in SS and VFc was small but was significantly greater in AD

than in NCI. Interday variability for the RMBC and the RMBC-CR was

larger in MCI than in AD. Day-to-day variation for the KSS was signifi-

cantly larger in AD thanNCI (Figure 3A).

4.4 Subjective and objective daily measures
of sleep

4.4.1 Group effects

AD participants reported earlier bedtimes than in NCI, and both AD

and MCI participants reported significantly longer sTIB than NCIs.

sNAWwas lowest in AD. The only objectivemeasures of sleep that var-

ied between groups were aSPT and aSleepLat, both being longer in AD

thanNCI (Figure 1; Table S2).

4.4.2 Intraindividual variability

Variability was large for sNapTime, sSleepLat, sWASO, and sNAW

in all groups; only sNAW varied significantly across groups, being

larger in AD than in NCI (Figure 3B). Variability in the sSQI was
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F IGURE 1 Heatmap of differences between AD versus NCI andMCI versus NCI for the (A) daily measures, (B) objective sleepmeasures, (C)
subjective sleepmeasures, and the (D) sleep principal components. Pale yellow to dark red indicates increasing levels of significance.Note 1. PM,
PM-prompt, and SS are predictive probabilities. All other differences are in the original units of the variables/tests.Note 2. Negative numbers
(AD-NCI, MCI-NCI) indicate that the values were larger in NCI. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; DR, delayed recall; EME, everydaymemory errors; IR,
immediate recall; KSS, Karolinska Sleepiness Scale; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; NAP, napped in the day; NAW, number of awakenings; NCI, no
cognitive impairment; PC, principal components; PM, prospectivememory; SE, sleep efficiency; SQI, sleep quality index; SS, Serial 7s Subtraction
Test; TIB, time in bed; TST, total sleep time; VFc, verbal fluency category;WASO, wake after sleep onset

significantly smaller in AD than inNCI.Within the objective sleepmea-

sures, aSleepLat had the most variability, but there were no significant

group differences for any of thesemeasures (Figure 3C).

4.5 Independence of daytime measures

To assess independence between measures we computed the corre-

lations across standardized variables (Figure 4A). For most daytime

measures, correlations were small. Substantial positive correlations of

a moderate (r > 0.3) to large (r > 0.5) effect size were only observed

betweenmood variables, between IR and DR, and between RMBC and

RMBC-CR.

4.6 Interdependence of sleep measures

Multiple significant correlationswere observed bothwithin and across

theobjective and subjective sleepmeasures (Figure4B).Of interest are

the significant positive correlations between sSQI and objective actig-

raphymeasures (aTST, aSE, and aImmo).

4.7 Principal component analysis of sleep
measures

The sleep variables were summarized by PCA identifying four com-

ponents with an eigenvalue greater than 1, which accounted for 75%

of the variance (Figure 4C). Component 1 was dominated by objec-

tive and subjective sleep duration measures (PC1-duration); Compo-

nent 2 by subjective sleep measures including sleep quality (PC2-

quality); Component 3 by objective sleep continuity measures and

shorter sTIB (PC3-continuity); and Component 4 primarily by longer

objective sleep latency, lower objective sleep efficiency, and longer

nap duration. PC4 was named “Objective Latency to Sleep” (PC4-

latency), although the interpretation of this PC is somewhat ambiguous

and could also be interpreted as reflecting “Low Sleep Pressure” (see

Figure 4C).
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(A) (C)

(D)(B)

F IGURE 2 Variation in everydaymemory errors score (EME) (A, B) and sleep duration principal component (PC1-duration) standard
deviations (SD) (C, D). Boxplots (A, C) illustrate the distributions for the data for each group each day. Boxplots includemedian (horizontal line),
interquartile range (IQR; lower and upper hinges), the range no further than 1.5 x IQR from the hinges (whiskers). Data beyond the whiskers are
classified as outliers and are hidden in the plot. Lines represent values per participant. Frequency histograms (B, D) illustrate the distribution of the
daily observation expressed as deviation from each participant’s average.Note: Larger variation inmild cognitive impairment (MCI) and
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) compared to no cognitive impairment (NCI) for EME, but similar variation across groups for PC1-duration

PC1-duration marginally varied across the three groups (p = .053)

and was significantly longer in AD versus NCI (Figure 1 and Table S2).

PC2-quality also varied across the three groups (p= .018) and was sig-

nificantly better inADversusNCI. PC3-continuity andPC4-latency did

not vary across the three groups.

Night-to-night variability was substantial for PC1-duration and

PC2-quality, but there were no group differences in the variability of

any of the PCs (Figure 3 and 1-ICCs in Table S2).

4.8 Associations between nightly variations in
principal components of sleep and next day vigilance,
cognition, behavior, and mood

4.8.1 Sleep duration (PC1)

Alertness assessed in the evening was positively and linearly associ-

ated with PC1-duration in the previous night, and similarly so in all

three groups (Figure 5A, Figure S2 in supporting information). For SS

and EME, both the quadratic term and the interaction between PC1-

duration and group were significant. For SS both shorter and longer

sleep associated with poorer performance in this task for AD. For

MCI, longer sleep duration associated with poorer performance in SS.

For EME, both the quadratic term and the interaction between PC1-

duration and group were significant. In AD the association between

PC1-duration and EME showed an inverted U, while for MCI and NCI,

the association was U-shaped. The results imply that both shorter and

longer sleep duration associates with fewermemory errors in AD.

4.8.2 Subjective sleep quality (PC2)

Better PC2-quality significantly associated with KSS, Contentedness,

and RMBC, and significantly interacted with group for all three day-

time measures. KSS showed a U-shaped relationship in AD and MCI,

whereas in NCI sleepiness decreasedwith increasing sleep quality. The

quadratic effect in AD was significantly different than the effect in

NCI. In the AD group, better sleep quality significantly associated with

fewer reported RMBC problems, but inMCI, therewas a positive asso-

ciation between PC2 and RMBC.

4.8.3 Objective sleep continuity (PC3)

PC3 was linearly associated with KSS, Alertness, SS, EME, and RMBC.

There was a significant interaction of PC3 and group for Alertness
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(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)

F IGURE 3 Intraindividual variability for daytimemeasures (A), subjective sleepmeasures (B), objective sleepmeasures, and (D) principal
components. Variability is expressed as coefficient of variation (CV) computed as the average of CVs per participant in each group. Error bars
indicate standard deviations. Significant differences between AD versus NCI andMCI versus NCI groups are indicated with *p< .05, †p< .01,
‡p< .001, §p< .0001.Note: For RMBC and RMBC-CR, comparisons are between AD andMCI only, because this measure was considered
irrelevant for the NCI group and no data were collected. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; DR, delayed recall; EME, everydaymemory errors; IR, immediate
recall; KSS, Karolinska Sleepiness Scale; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; NAP, napped in the day; NAW, number of awakenings; NCI, no cognitive
impairment; PC, principal components; PM, prospectivememory; RMBC, RevisedMemory and Behavior Checklist; RMBC-CR, RevisedMemory
and Behavior Checklist, caregiver’s response; SE, sleep efficiency; SQI, sleep quality index; SS, Serial 7s Subtraction Test; TIB, time in bed; TST, total
sleep time; VFc, verbal fluency category;WASO, wake after sleep onset

and EME. Higher PC3-continuity associated linearly with lower KSS

(i.e., reduced sleepiness; Figure 5B) and similarly so in all three groups.

PC3 associated with improved evening Alertness in AD only. Per-

formance on the SS was poorer after nights with high PC3 for all

three groups. ADs reported fewer EMEs after nights with high PC3-

continuity (Figure 5C) and this effect was significantly different from

the effects in NCI in which EME was not markedly affected by PC3.

Caregivers reported fewer RMBC problems after nights with higher

PC3 for bothMCI and AD.

4.8.4 Latency to sleep onset (PC4)

Therewasa significant quadratic associationbetweenPC4-latencyand

calmness and the PC4 by group interaction was significant: In AD and

MCI, the association was an inverted U-shape and in NCI the associa-

tion was U-shaped. Higher values on PC4 were associated with better

performanceonSS inADand this effectwas significantlydifferent from

NCI.

5 DISCUSSION

Daily assessments of cognition, mood, and behavior in parallel with

self-reported and objective assessments of sleep demonstrated that

night-to-night variation in sleep associateswith the substantial intrain-

dividual day-to-day variation in cognition, mood, and behavior in AD,

MCI, and NCI. The data also imply that waking function in AD is more

affected by sleepdisturbance thanwaking function inNCI. The findings

demonstrate that also on a very short time-scale sleep modulates rel-

evant waking functions, such as everyday memory errors and vigilance

in AD. These findings have implications for targeting sleep disturbance

for interventions to reduce symptoms.

5.1 Validity and robustness of the approach

This mild AD group differed from NCI on all relevant measures of day-

time function and MCI performance was mostly in between AD and
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(A) (B) (C)

F IGURE 4 Analysis of interdependence of daily measures (A), sleepmeasures (B), and principal component analysis of sleepmeasures (C).
Pearson r values (top triangles) and corresponding p values (bottom triangles) for daily measures and sleepmeasures were computed by
correlating themeasures expressed as deviation from participants’ means. Positive correlations: blue; negative correlations: red.Note: the small
number of significant correlations (non-gray cells) for daily measures and the large number of significant correlations for sleepmeasures. Principal
components analysis of the sleepmeasure identified four components. Contribution of subjective (blue) and objective (black) sleepmeasures to
each component is indicated. Blue: positive weighting. Red: negative weighting. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; EME, everydaymemory errors; KSS,
Karolinska Sleepiness Scale; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; NCI, no cognitive impairment; PC, principal components
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F IGURE 5 Summary of effects of principal components of sleepmeasures on daily measures (A) and illustration of effect of variation in sleep
continuity principal component (PC3-continuity) on sleepiness (KSS) (B), and everydaymemory errors (EME) (C). A, Lin= significant linear model;
Qu= significant quadratic model. *= significant interactions (i.e., effects differed across AD,MCI, and NCI). If the effects of the PC on a daily
measure were nonsignificant (p> .05) cells were left empty (for complete results of this analysis see Table S3). B, Modeled effect of PC3-continuity
on KSS. C,Modeled effect of PC3-continuity on EME. Lines represent effect per group for the “average” participant. Data points are raw dataminus
the random intercept for each participant. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; EME, everydaymemory errors; KSS, Karolinska Sleepiness Scale; MCI, mild
cognitive impairment; NCI, no cognitive impairment; PC, principal components; PM, prospectivememory; RMBC, RevisedMemory and Behavior
Checklist; RMBC-CR, RevisedMemory and Behavior Checklist, caregiver’s response; SS, Serial 7s Subtraction Test; VFc, verbal fluency category
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MCI. The groups did not differ with respect to potential confounders,

such as depression and anxiety. The earlier bedtime and longer time

in bed were among the most prominent features of sleep disturbance

in AD in this study, in accordance with previous reports.6 The suc-

cessful reduction of the many objective and subjective sleep measures

to four meaningful principal components (duration, quality, continuity,

and latency to sleep) represents a novel approach. The validity and sen-

sitivity of this approach is illustrated by the associations between daily

variations in vigilance (KSS, Alertness) and nightly variations in the

principal components of subjective and objective measures of sleep.

Sleepiness and alertness have repeatedly been shown to be very sensi-

tive to experimental changes in sleepduration and sleep continuity40,41

and here we find that this also holds when we analyze spontaneous

variation in PCs in AD, MCI, and NCI. These associations represent

solid evidence for the significance of nightly variation in sleep dura-

tion and continuity for next-day function, because participants had no

knowledge of their objective sleep measures when they reported their

subjective alertness or sleepiness.

5.2 Intraindividual variation in sleep and daytime
measures and their association

The considerable day-to-day variation in measures of performance,

mood, and memory, which was particularly prominent in AD, points

to the importance of repeated assessments on a short time scale. The

variability of the sleep measures, either at the individual item level

or PCs, did not differ between groups, except self-reported awaken-

ings, whichwas larger in AD, and self-reported sleep quality, whichwas

smaller in AD. In line with previous reports on associations between

sleep and outcome measures including sleep duration and dementia

risk and other adverse health outcomes,42–44 we observed linear and

quadratic (i.e., U or inverse U-shaped) associations between variation

in sleep and variation in daytime measures. Quadratic associations

were observed in some sleep measures in AD only (e.g., sleep quality

vs. vigilance). One interpretation of these quadratic associations is that

there appears to be an optimal level of sleep on cognition and other

daytimemeasures,42 which is in accordancewith recent studies.45 Our

observation that objective sleep continuity associated with improved

vigilance and alertness, and reduced everydaymemory errors, particu-

larly in AD, is reminiscent of studies in which reduced sleep continuity

has invariably been associated with increased dementia risk.8,46

Some of the counterintuitive observations (shorter sleep duration

associated with fewer everyday memory errors; longer sleep latency

related to better serial calculation the next morning) are in line with

previous cross-sectional studies: A meta-analysis found short sleep

durations were related to better cognition in older adults.47

Daytime measures in AD participants were not only sensitive to

changes in sleep but often also more sensitive to this night-to-night

variation than NCI. The sensitivity to variation in sleep on a very

short time scale complements previous cross-sectional and longitu-

dinal studies that demonstrated associations between sleep and AD

risk.17,48,49 Future research should explore the development of sleep-

based strategies and their impact on daytime functioning, particularly

determining an optimal amount of sleep to maximize sleep continu-

ity. Our results show that both sleep continuity and sleep duration are

predictors of next day waking functions. Sleep continuity is negatively

associated with long time in bed periods and the duration of daytime

naps (see Figure 4). From this, it follows that avoiding long nocturnal

time in bed periods and avoiding daytime naps, which should lead to

better sleep continuity, are potential interventions.

Our study had several limitations: The sample size was small,

although the repeated measures design of the study somewhat miti-

gated this problem. Furthermore, we treated AD and MCI as separate

groups, although they can be considered to represent a continuum. To

investigate whether the small group sizes may have driven some of

the interactions between sleep measures and group and whether an

approach in which AD and MCI were treated as one group would still

reveal significant associations, we repeated themain analyses but now

withADandMCI combined. The results of this sensitivity analysiswere

rather similar to those presented in Figure 5A and Table S3 in support-

ing information. Administering cognitive measures over the telephone

presents a number of challenges, for example, hearing difficulties, lack

of control over the participants’ environment, potential use of aids dur-

ing the tests, and incompatibility of some cognitive tasks to phone test-

ing, limiting the types of cognitive measures. The test were adminis-

tered in the morning and we cannot exclude that some of the observa-

tions were affected by sleep inertia.50 We recognize that although we

attempted to control for sleep disorders through medical history and

PSQI, the lackof a clinical polysomnographymeans that some sleepdis-

orders, such as sleep apnea, may have gone undetected. Although the

use of clinical and cognitive evaluation is a reliable and valid method

of diagnosingMCI due to AD,18 inclusion of biomarker measures could

have solidified the etiology ofMCI.

Notwithstanding these limitations, the successful simultaneous col-

lection of sleep and waking function over a 2-week period demon-

strated that there is substantial day-to-day variation in measures of

vigilance and cognition in AD, MCI, and NCI and that this variation

correlates with night-to-night variation in subjectively and objectively

assessed sleep measures. These associations vary across cognitive

domains and across AD, MCI, and NCI, and suggest sleep intervention

strategies to reduce symptoms.
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